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Let me thank Bruce for getting this proposal memo out into the open. Three comments (so far):
1.

This subject (I believe) is a lot more important than an issue like floating point data format
or a ca11ing sequence for subroutines because it affects al1 software (monitor, I/O, translators, utilities, and al1 user-written programs). Therefore, can we hurry and get a smal1
group together to real1y consider it and make sure itls right in the same way the two committees
worked on floating point? Getting a group together won It harm the 11/25 schedule if, say
they Ire given the guidel ine of having about the same amount of hardware (± 2 reg isters). In
fact, I believe itwi11 speed up the 11/25 s by about 6 months, because it will force the
monitor structure to be outlined - and thus the software will be able to use the hardware
instead of having to be written in spite of it.
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2.

At least make the 3 segments (register pairs) have control bits to indicate whether a segment
is read"--only, read-write, execute-only, or stack. In this way you arenlt stuck with the
program organ ization Bruce is dictating by his hardware reg isters. Since Bruce IS comments
deal with time-sharing, I assume thatls the program structure on the PDP-10. We Ive gone
through a fair amount of pain to modify the structure to allow several independent programs
to access common data. Also, I would hope the problems on the 10, like not being able
to swap a program doing I/O,are solved with this organization. (For process control this
seems very important because it allows programs to be brought into core and executed on Iy
when therels data ready in an I/O area.) Finally, the biggest single problem of the 10
mon itor is its size. Th is is partially caused by the fact that I/O can on Iy be done in the
monitor (in monitor mode). Therefore I would hope that user written I/O control programs
(e.a.: di:;k .. special I/O) nrE=' perm!tted. These r0utines ,10 work for other user programs,
placing results in the calling userls area.

3.

I hope to have an extensive alternative proposal which uses the same amount of hardware.

bwf
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